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1.

INTRODUCTION

1.1

General

1.1.1

SYSTRA Ltd (SYSTRA) has been commissioned by Highway Services, Department of
Infrastructure, Isle of Man Government (‘the Client’) to undertake a PERS audit for 15
settlements across the Isle of Man. This report provides a summary of the methodology and
results of the audit undertaken in Baldrine, followed by conclusions regarding the quality and
condition of the current pedestrian environment surrounding Baldrine.

1.1.1

The client is undertaking an assessment of the coherence of the highway network for all users,
and there is a requirement to obtain evidence relating to the pedestrian network, in order to
support the decision-making process. The PERS audits will provide a key piece of the evidence
base.

1.1.2

There is a particular focus on people’s access to facilities and services including:
 Health (health)
 Schools (education), and
 Local centres (economy)

1.2

Survey Description

1.2.1

A Pedestrian Environment Review System (PERS) audit is a walking audit of a specified area,
which seeks to assess the quality and composition of a range of pedestrian environments to
understand how they may impact on walking movements.

1.2.2

PERS auditing techniques are used in the context of development proposals to identify the
key routes which are likely to be used by those visiting, working, or living at the proposed
development and for auditing existing routes to identify any necessary changes which need
to be made to improve the pedestrian environment. These routes relate both to other
transport modes (such as bus stops and rail stations) and also to local amenities.
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2.

PERS AUDIT

2.1

Survey Methodology and Scope

2.1.1

A PERS-style audit was conducted in Baldrine on 7th November 2018 between 09:00 and
15:00. The audit is designed to assess the existing pedestrian environment and give the
infrastructure a score from -3 to +3, using a standardised assessment criteria which has been
developed for this purpose. Links (footways), were assessed as part of the audit. After the
audit, the scores are adjusted using standard PERS weightings the full results have been
provided in Table 1.

2.1.2

This PERS-style audit was undertaken using the Transport Research Laboratory (TRL) PERS
Checklist, which includes criteria relating to performance, environmental context and
perception of the respective link, public transport waiting area and crossing. These checklists
form the basis of this PERS-style audit and are recommended for use by both TfL and most
London boroughs.

2.1.3

All pedestrian footways identified on the scope map were surveyed on foot, and therefore
this ensured that any clear faults within the local environment were identified within the
audit. As a result of this process, the location of nearby amenities were identified and some
commentary on the quality of the routes to these is provided later in this report.

2.1.4

The scope of the PERS audit is shown in overleaf.
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Figure 1.

PERS Audit Scope – Baldrine

© OpenStreetMap contributors and the cartography is licensed as CC BY-SA

2.2

Links

2.2.1

A total of 7 links were assessed as part of the audit, as shown in Figure 1. Photographs taken
on-site for each link have been provided in Appendix A.

2.2.2

In Baldrine Links 1, 2, 3, 5, 6 and 7 did not have any pedestrian facilities, as shown by ,
however they have still been scored to see whether they are well used and would benefit
from pedestrian facilities. Link 4 was the only link in Baldrine to have pavements and
pedestrian facilities.
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Figure 2.

Footpath Provision – Baldrine

© OpenStreetMap contributors and the cartography is licensed as CC BY-SA

2.2.3

The overall scores, including the weighted RAG score, for each link can be found in Table 1,
and scores have been colour coded relative to performance in Figure 3.
Table 1. Link Scores

LINK
L3

PHOTO
REFERENCE
L3.1

LOCATION

PERS
SCORE

WEIGHTED
SCORE

A2 - South

-1.07

-32.0

L2

L2.1
L2.2

Old Lonan Road

-1.18

-30.5

L7

L7.1
L7.2

Clay Head Road

-0.96

-25.0

L5

L5.1
L5.2

Baldrine Road

-0.86

-22.0

L4

L4.1
L4.2

A2 - North

-0.93

-6.5

L1

L1.1
L1.2

Ballamenagh Road

-0.54

-3.0
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LINK

PHOTO
REFERENCE

LOCATION

PERS
SCORE

WEIGHTED
SCORE

L6

L6.1
L6.2
L6.3

Packhorse Lane (Upper)

-0.36

8.0

-0.84

-15.86

Average
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Figure 3.

PERS Link Performance Indicator

© OpenStreetMap contributors and the cartography is licensed as CC BY-SA
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2.2.4

The RAG map based on the weighted scores indicate that the pedestrian provision across the
study area is poor. There are no schools, doctors or pharmacies in Baldrine, hence this is not
presented on the map. The only link to achieve a positive score is Link 6 which has a positive
score of eight. Most of the links in Baldrine did not have pavements or any other pedestrian
facilities, which is the main reason why they were scored poorly.

2.2.5

It is noted that PERS Audits scores can conceal some variation by category and therefore these
are explored in greater detail below.

2.2.6

The resultant scores provided in Table 1 indicate that the provision within the scoped area
had an average weighted score of -15.86. Further detail is provided below for several of the
links, road corridors and main facilities audited during the PERS assessment.

Highest Scoring Link
Packhorse Lane (Upper) (L6)
2.2.7

Despite having no footpath, Packhorse Lane (Upper) is given the highest score compared with
all other links in Baldrine. It is a typical country lane with a tram line running across it. At the
time of auditing, it was a very quiet road, and pedestrians were able to spread out and walk
across the whole width of the road. However if vehicles use the link at the same time as
pedestrians, the effective width becomes much smaller, making its effective width poor as
there was no pavement. There are no obstructions for pedestrians and the lighting was of low
frequency. There is no need for crossing points, dropped kerbs or tactile information as the
flow of traffic along the link is very low and no pavements are required.

2.2.8

From the location of the link it is suggested that pedestrians could be walking along the link
as a through route to the main road or for leisure purposes such as country walks. The
quietness of the link gives a sense of isolation that you feel in this area, leads to a feeling of
personal security being lower, which includes an inability to safely navigate the roads and
being unsure of the area. However whilst auditing the link we felt that there was a strong
sense of community and felt safe on the link, despite the perception of a quiet county lane.
The user conflict is low and the lighting is not very frequent along the link.

2.2.9

The link is still classed as poor and that is because the road surface was of poor quality, as
there were many cracks and imperfections, there was debris from seasonal foliage which
towers over the road. On the contrary, the link had great views (See Appendix A), not to
mention the tram line which contributed a hint of the infrastructure of the whole of the Isle
of Man to the link. The closest amenity to the link is a bus stop on the A2.

2.2.10

Figure 4 overleaf provides an image of the link.
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Figure 4.
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Packhorse Lane (Upper) (L6)
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Lowest Scoring Link
A2 - South (L3)
2.2.11

The A2 South scored the lowest score in Baldrine at -32. There are a couple of reasons for this
score. Firstly, there is no pavement, when arguably there should be due to the fast moving
traffic, which is travelling at 60 mph, which could be determined by the national speed limit
signs on the link. It currently makes it very dangerous to walk along for pedestrians as there
is no separation between vehicles and pedestrians and this combination of factors creates a
high risk environment. Secondly, the location of bus and tram stops is in the middle of the A2
link and there is a scenic pedestrian route to the centre of Baldrine along the A2, which
pedestrians may want to use. At the moment pedestrians would have to cross to the south
side of the A2 and walk through the housing estate on Baldrine Park. At the time of auditing
we did not see anybody walk along the link or through Baldrine Park, however with some
suggested improvements such as a pavement and lighting, it would become a more desirable
route for pedestrians. Further down the A2 along Link 4 there are pavements which could be
extended to Link 3.

2.2.12

There are no dropped kerbs, obstructions, pedestrian signage or tactile information because
there are no pavements. The quality of the environment is very poor as it is a main road with
fast moving and large vehicles using it. The tramline ran down one side of the A2 as shown in
Figure 4, and as previously mentioned, the tram stop on the link could mean that considerable
pedestrian movement along the link might be expected.
Figure 5.
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Corridor Analysis
A2
2.2.13

The A2 is the main road which runs through Baldrine, it is made up of links 3 and 4. Both links
were given a ‘poor’ score, however link 3 had a lower score than link 4, this was primarily
because link 3 had no pavement or lighting and link 4 did.
Village Amenities

2.2.14

In terms of shopping, Baldrine has a newsagents on Link 4, it is the only shop in the village and
thus would not be considered large enough to be classed as a local centre. Baldrine also has
a Methodist Hall and Chapel on Link 4, and there is also a resting area outside the Chapel for
pedestrians. There are no health, local centres or education facilities in Baldrine.

Recommendations and conclusions
2.2.15

The results of the PERS audit indicate that the pedestrian environment within Baldrine is poor
and it can be seen that there is a need for improved pedestrian provision on certain links
within the defined scope. Additionally, the legibility of signs and lighting provision is generally
very poor in the majority of links audited, reducing the accessibility of the pedestrian
environment for mobility and visually impaired pedestrians. These links would undoubtedly
benefit from increased provision should infrastructure constraints allow. However, not all
links require upgrades, and a further pedestrian count would confirm our impression that
there are a small number of pedestrians on several of these links which would make
installations of new footways less required, particularly on links such as Link 6.

2.2.16

Links 1, 4, 5, 6 and 7 are smaller, less busy country lanes, and therefore it can be suggested
these have a good level of provision for their purpose and will not need any pedestrian
enhancements. However, the links which do require improved pedestrian facilities are Link 2
and 3. Link 3 is lacking a pavement for pedestrians and due to the type of road, and the nearby
transport facilities, it is recommended that a pavement is put in place which connects up to
the pavement on Link 4 to improve the footway interchanges and lessen the need to use the
carriageway. Link 2, despite appearing to be quieter from our audit, requires regular
maintenance to remove the vegetation from the link (See Appendix A).

2.2.17

Our suggested recommendations for Baldrine, pending further investigation are;

 Install new pedestrian signage on link 4
 Install a pavement on link 3 which joins the pavement on link 4
 Remove vegetation from link 2
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Appendix A: Audit Photographs

Link 1 - Ballamenagh Road
L1.1

L1.2

Link 2 - Old Lonan Road
L2.1

L2.2

Link 3 - A2 – South
L3.1

Link 4 - A2 – North
L4.1

L4.2

Link 5 - Baldrine Road
L5.1

L5.2

Link 6 - Packhorse Lane (Upper)
L6.1

L6.2

L6.3

Link 7 - Clay Head Road
L7.1

L7.2

SYSTRA provides advice on transport, to central, regional and local government, agencies,
developers, operators and financiers.
A diverse group of results-oriented people, we are part of a strong team of professionals
worldwide. Through client business planning, customer research and strategy development we
create solutions that work for real people in the real world.
For more information visit www.systra.co.uk

